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Document 77:

Republic of Iraq
Republic presidency
Member of R.C.C
Vice president
Taha yassen Ramadan
North committee
Secretarial

No: 20/1536
Date: 1/9/1997

Confidential and personal
To governorate of Tammem

Sub/ the lands are guarded against security in showan/ center
And Alton kopri sectors

Your letter No. 281, dated 28th June, 1997 and with reference to the meeting which
was held on 31st August, 1997, the vice-president and chief council had directed as
below: -

1- Approval on the construction of three residential units which were suggested, the
first in (Toragh) district, the second in showan district which is being cancelled and
the third in Rabea district which is being cancelled and drilling of water wells in
each unit for the purpose of availability of drinking water for settled people, but
provided that bringing the Arab tribes which was suggested for their settlements in
the three units from external of your governorate as priority, there is no objection
even  if they are from the governorates settlements whom should be from Arab
peoples whom should be good will.
2- The distribution unit should be in suggested areas for settlement of Arab tribes
of which are marked with yellow and red colors in the map, (200) two hundred
donims acres for the peasant and (300) three hundred donims for the sheik of tribe,
these lands which are contracted by agreements should be ownership after assuring
their settlements steadily in the area.
3- In order for take the required steps of canceling the rights of pure property of the
lands of pure property in the suggested districts for their distribution on Arab
people’s tribes which are stated their numbers & names in the list (1), as the first
stage and the lands of the districts their numbers and names are mentioned in the
list of No. (2) which is enclosed as second stage which is situated within center
district showan and Alton kopri including the land of so called (Ali mawlood
Hussein) whom had immigrated to the Erbil governorate his Excellency provide us
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with neat information regarding the number of the plot and district also the full
name of its owner of pure property and his nation and neat information and also his
background politically and whether there is one of his family is working with the
destructed group or left the territory to aboard.
4- His Excellency had directed for providing us with detail and heat information on
both district lands Nos. (182) of small sari cham and (183) of big sari cham
according to the under mentioned two items: -
A- Is the land of contract agreement or its special pure properties, if there is the
special pure properties you have to provide us with the land number plot and full
name of its owner and his existed place is he occupies this lands or by the one
occupied by other persons.

B- The area of the land in donim about contract agreement or pure properties for
each plot.

5- the security committee in your governorate should study re management of the
showan district, which was cancelled.

We return you’re here with the enclosures of your above letter files Nos. (1,2,3)
after ended by us.

For your kind perusal and for taking necessary actions and let us know your earliest
possible

We remain

Tariq Ziyada Salih
The secretary of north committee
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